
 

 

Mail Archive V7.0.4.0 Version 

Applicable Model 

MArchive H57TA(U) / MArchive H57TA(W) / MA2 H57TA / MDA H57TA2D 

 

Available Firmware Version 

7.0.3.2 

 

Attention 

01. The system will reboot after upgrading to the new version. (approximately 3-5 minutes,  

depending on the quantity of data). 

02. "After the software update is completed, the system will perform data checking and repair on  

the server. Please wait for the execution to finish before accessing the search/ user interface. 

 

Upgrade Notes 

========================================================================== 

※Device Setting※ 

Backup→ 

(01) Adjust restore log only shows the current version of data. 

(02) Fix the issue of after restoring, data of collection setting and collection log will be incorrect. 

 

 

※Software Upgrade※ 

    Adjust the issue of enhancing renewable file filter or safety. 

 

 

※High Availability※ 

(01) Fix the issue of the “ Hard disk status > Used “ space showing part of the data did not  

calculate. 

(02) Fix the issue of part of the interface showing extra input boxes. 

(03) Fix the issue of the “ Basic Setup > Enabled” drop-down menu did not switch language. 

(04) Fix the issue causing abnormal processes during database synchronization in certain  

situations. 

 



 

 

 

 

※Device Notice※ 

Separate Mail List→ 

(01) Adjust the issue of sorting separate mail lists by separate status. 

(02) Adjust the date in the【User】spam list to match the dates within the mail. 

(03) Adjust the【User】spam list to remove the display of recipients. 

(04) Fix the issue of【Admin】receiving a blank spam list in certain situations. 

(05) Fix the issue where users, under specific conditions, receive EDM spam emails that are on  

their personal whitelist but still appear as spam. 

 

 

※Architecture※ 

IMAP Proxy→ 

    Fix the issue where abnormality occurs during the scheduled execution of server email  

deletion, resulting in failed collection records. 

 

HERHSIANG Sync→ 

    Fix the issue where password encryption is not correctly executed during synchronization with  

certain versions. 

 

Cloud Drive Proxy→ 

(01) Adjust the language of the setup option. 

A. Execute Timeout > Maximum Execution Time. 

B. Check Mail Intervals > Execution Interval per Round for Each Proxy. 

 

(02) Fix the issue where, in some instances, the collection process times out but does not terminate  

properly. 

 

 

※Mail Audit and Firewall※ 

Filter→ 

(01) Add support for parsing the content of ODF format files. 

(02) Adjust【Add/Edit】> "Advanced Settings" > "Personal Information > Date of Birth" to add  



 

 

support for additional formats. 

 

※ShareTech Sandstorm※ 

Basic Setting→ 

Add ”IP Filter”, and” Domain Filter” function settings. 

 

 

※Anti-Spam※ 

Basic Setting→ 

(01) Add ”AI Spam module” function settings. 

(02) Optimize the process of retrieving setup values to accelerate page loading. 

(03) Adjust the title “Anti-Spam Setting” > “Anti-Spam Filter”. 

For relevant function descriptions, please go to the latest news on the official website -> function 

launch & deactivation 

 

 

※Log※ 

Encryption User Apply Log→ 

Fix the issue of the “Approved Date” field being blank. 

 

 

※Others※ 

(01) Adjust【Management Interface】, enhance DDoS protection. 

(02) Adjust【Management Interface】, remove support for low-security TLS version. 

(03) Optimize the email collection processing procedure in the【Mail】section. 

(04) Update the Top-Level Domains data in the【System】section. 

(05) Fix the slow page loading issue in certain cases in the【Management Interface】. 

(06) Fix the issue where certain emails that should be deleted in the【Mail】section are not being  

correctly removed. 

(07) Fix the issue in the【Mail】section where certain emails cause abnormal processes due to  

parsing errors. 

(08) Fix the issue in the【Mail】section where abnormal email access occurs in some instances due  

to duplicate execution of email encryption. 

(09) Fix the issue in the【Mail】section where certain emails without a body result in duplicated  



 

 

header formatting. 

(10) Fix the issue in the【Mail】section where data is not correctly updated during email collection in  

certain cases. 

 

(11) Fix the issue in the【System】section where, in some instances, the inability to write logs  

correctly occurs due to database table issues. 

 

 

 

User Interface 

========================================================================== 

※Homepage※ 

(01) Optimize the display speed of statistical data. 

(02) Fix the issue where the homepage title text is not fully displayed. 

 

 

※Mail※ 

(01) Fix the issue where, in some instances, the email list cannot be displayed on the homepage. 

(02) Fix the issue where, in some instances, retrieved emails encounter accessibility problems on  

the homepage. 

(03) Fix the issue where, in certain cases, the execution of "Download All" fails on the homepage. 

(04) Fix the issue where, in certain cases, downloading a single email fails when using the Chrome  

browser. 

 

 

※Export※ 

(01) Fix the issue where, in some instances, the explanatory notes in the remarks section cannot  

be displayed correctly due to special characters. 

(02) Fix the issue where exporting emails with the 'No Password' option selected does not execute  

properly in certain cases. 

 

 

※Other※ 

(01) Optimize the efficiency of querying remote personal emails. 



 

 

(02) Fix the issue where an error occurs when logging in with OAuth, leading to incorrect redirection  

to the administration interface. 
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